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Twelvefold rod exercise: deepening your breathing  
The second primary rod exercise is the twelve-fold exercise. It has a gentle pulse in front of and in back 
of your chest, stimulating and supporting the rhythmic system, and thereby the health of the etheric 
body in that region. If you follow the movements accurately, you will find that you are naturally guided 
to inhale and exhale deeply and harmoniously. 

 
Before I begin to describe this exercise, I want to show you some techniques you will need to 

know about how to position your hands in this exercise, and how to move the rod from front to back to 
front. 

 
First, (without the rod in hand), hold your arms at your side, with the palms of your hands facing 

backwards. Then turn them around and have your hands face forwards. You will need both of these 
placements in this exercise. 

Now have your palms face backwards, and then bend your elbows to the sides until they are 
shoulder height, and lift your thumbs to your armpits. Your thumb is at a right angle to the rest of your 
hand. Remember this! 

Now lower your arms, and turn your hands around so they face forward. 
Now bend your elbows backwards and lift them again to shoulder height, keeping your elbows 

as far back as possible so the flat palms of your hands are just in front of your armpits. 
 
Next, take the rod in your hands, and hold it down in front of you with your arms straight. Now 

practice moving the rod around your right side to the back (clockwise). Do that by letting go of the rod 
with your left hand and holding it with your right. Keeping the rod as flat as you can and parallel to the 
floor, move the right end of the rod with your right arm out to the side in a curve until the left end of the 
rod is next to your right leg. Then slide that left end of the rod back behind your thighs. 

As you do that movement with your right arm, simultaneously move your left arm in a curve 
around your left side. In doing do, turn your palm to face forward. Now you can take hold of the rod 
with your left arm with the palm facing forward. Finally, turn your right hand around so it also faces 
forward. 

To move the rod from the back to the front, let go of the rod with your right hand and hold it 
with your left. Continue the clockwise movement by bringing the rod around the left side of your body. 
Do that by keeping the rod again as flat as possible and parallel to the floor. Move the left end of the rod 
with your left arm out to the side in a curve until the right end of the rod is next to your left leg. Then 
slide that right end of the rod in front of your legs. 

As you do that movement with your left arm, simultaneously move your right arm in a curve 
around your right side. In doing so, turn your palm to face backward. Now you can take hold of the rod 
with your right arm with the palm facing backward. Finally, turn your left hand around so it also faces 
backward. 

Practice moving the rod in this pattern around your body a few times before going on to the 
actual twelvefold exercise. 

 
The complete exercise unfolds as follows: 

1. Begin by standing straight and tall, with your feet together. Hold the rod in the 
“down” position, in front of your legs, with your palms facing backwards and 
your thumbs in front of the rod (i.e., you do not use the usual grip with your 
thumbs by curling your thumb around the rod). Raise your elbows to the height 
of your shoulders, lifting the rod as you do so, and hold the rod on your thumbs 
alone, as they are tucked into the armpits (as described above). Hold in that 
position. 

2. Continue to hold. 
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3. Continue to hold. 
4. Lower the rod back to position 1. This time, use your thumbs to grasp the rod in 

the normal way. 
5. Let go of the rod with the left hand, and move it around your right side to the 

back, as described above. Grasp the left end of the rod behind you with the left 
hand, with the palm facing forward. 

6. Turn your right hand around, so it too faces forward. 
7. Bend your arms behind you, as described above, and let the rod rest in fold of the 

elbows while the upward-facing palms of your hands are just in front of your 
armpits. Hold that position. 

8. Continue to hold. 
9. Continue to hold. 
10. Lower the rod to position 6. 
11. Let go of the rod with the right hand and move it around your left side to the 

front, as described above. Grasp the right end of the rod in front of you with the 
right hand, with the palm facing backward and the thumb in front of the rod. 

12. Turn your left hand around so the palm faces backward and the thumb is in 
front of the rod. 
 

Now begin to practice this 12-fold sequence until you can move through it smoothly and fluidly. 
The count should be absolutely rhythmical, and all counts should be equal in length. 

 
As you begin to establish this fluidity, you will discover that you are naturally stimulated to 

inhale as you raise the rod and to exhale as you lower the rod. Now accompany these movements with 
an inner feeling of lightness when the rod is raised, and heaviness or grounded-ness when the rod is 
lowered. Keep the movement alive by staying inwardly very engaged in the constant interplay between 
lightness and heaviness, up and down, front and back. 

 
The twelve-fold exercise with walking 
 When these movements are well established, you can further develop this exercise by walking 
forwards and backwards, or in different patterns, with the exercise. 
 To begin with, practice taking one step with each position of the rod. First do it forwards, and 
then do it backwards. 
 Next, practice only walking on the “light” counts. Take three steps forward, to counts 1, 2, 3. 
Then stand still for counts 4, 5, 6, as you feel rooted in place. Take four steps backward to counts 7, 8, 
9. Then stand still for counts 10, 11, 12, as you again feel rooted in place. Allow this movement pattern 
to underscore your experience of lightness and weight. 

 
Things to watch out for:  
Take care that the rod is really low when you move it from the front to the back or the back to 

the front. It is easy to let that movement become too high, and then it becomes impossible to feet the 
necessary grounded-ness. 

You can now add this to your daily practice. I recommend that you do it every day for at least a 
month. Many of us do it every day for our whole lives. 
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The Journal Box 
Journal about your experience doing the 12 fold rod exercise.  
How long did it take you to learn how to move the hands around?  
Once you had mastered the technicalities, could you feel the difference between front and back, raised 
and lowered?  
Could you raise the rod without cramping your neck and shoulders----and could you thereby stay 
centered in your middle zone?  
Was the feeling when you held the rod raised different from when you held it lowered—could you feel a 
difference in your internal sense of levity and gravity?  
How is your sense of your self as spirit in your body evolving as you notice what your can do with your 
mind and body? If you like, share your experiences on the community page at eurythmyonline.com. 
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